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assuming your file.txt contains lines with vistitle25fullcrackinternet at the start of the line. If the lines are in mixed order, you might need
something like this: grep -Eo "(?=\W*[^\W]*(vistitle25fullcrackinternet[^\W]*))" file.txt A single crystal of a superconductor attracts attention in

view of an application to a magnetic material or an electric material. Since a single crystal of superconductors is homogeneous, the single crystal
is expected to be applied to an electric apparatus such as a superconducting electric device, a superconducting magnet, a high-speed switching
device, a superconducting magnet device, or a superconducting electric conductor. As an example of a method for producing a single crystal of a
superconductor, a liquid encapsulation method is known (for example, see Patent Document 1). In the liquid encapsulation method, a dopant, a
solvent, a growth promoter, and a metallic salt as a source of a superconductor are heated to melt under reduced pressure to use a droplet as a

seed to grow a single crystal. The temperature of the single crystal is kept to perform a desired reaction such as homogenization to adjust a
composition of 50b96ab0b6
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